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The Mission

The Carnegie Initiative (“The CI”) is an independent oversight 
entity within the US and Canada that is working to:
• Ensure that hockey is inclusive, supportive and welcoming to all
• Examine the efforts of governing bodies and other stewards of the game to make 

hockey more diverse and inclusive
• Use rigorous academic research to identify and solve the sport’s biggest issues 
• Shine a light on success stories and best practices
• Create substantive, authentic change at scale

In short, change the culture of hockey



Introduction

The Inaugural CI Summit, held in Boston on January 17 & 18, 2022, brought together some of the 
most influential individuals in business, education, diversity and inclusion at all levels of hockey 



The CI Inaugural Summit - Audience

There were approximately 200 thought leaders attending in person, including 
representatives from the following:

• Leagues and governing bodies
• NHL Club executives 
• Fellow like-minded sponsors and partners, looking to make a difference 
• Corporate decision makers (C-Suite, VP and Director level executives with budgets, brand stewards and more)
• Sports media executives
• Select journalists and broadcasters
• Government officials from the U.S. and Canada as well as foreign ambassadors
• Grassroots hockey leaders (coaches and league/tournament organizers, connected hockey parents, and more) 

The CI Summit was also live-streamed for those that could not attend in person, opening up 
a larger audience for our partners and sponsors



Opening Night - Big Night Live

Our opening night event was sponsored by Boston Properties, JetBlue, and Big Night Live. 
An evening of firsts, The Carnegie Initiative Foundation Dinner included the inaugural Lifetime 
Achievement award to Willie O’Ree, and was highlighted by our guest speaker, Dr. Ibram X. Kendi. 



CI Summit – Tuesday

Our Summit daytime programming shifted from in-person to hybrid, and we brought the world 
to The CI. The Summit consisted of 6 distinct panel discussions led by leaders in the sports, media, 
diversity & equity industries, from all over the world.

Representatives from non-profits, media companies, sports teams, governing bodies and more 
participated in engaging sessions throughout the day.  Activities included networking sessions 
and catered breakfast and lunch during breaks. 



Education Panel – “Hockey's Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) Potential” 

Moderator: Sheldon Kennedy - Respect Group Dr. Mikki Allen
Tennessee State University

Dr. Julie Hackett
Lexington Public Schools

Moezine Hasham
Hockey4Youth Foundation

Chi-Yin Tse
Oakland Ice Center

Jamea Zuberi
Toronto District School Board

"We are more than hockey. 
These young people come 
from all backgrounds and 
show how hockey can unify. 
Our goal is to remove every 
barrier possible." 

– Moezine Hasham, 
Founder & Executive Director at 
Hockey4Youth Foundation



Media Panel – “See It-Be It” 

Moderator: Shireen Ahmed - Burn It All Down
Erica Ayala

Firebird Media

Donnovan Bennett
Sportsnet

Anson Carter
NHL on TNT

Kwame Mason
"Soul On Ice”

Harnarayan Singh
Sportsnet

Tyler Tumminia
Premier Hockey Federation

“This is why I wanted to participate in The Carnegie Initiative Summit. 
I want to highlight the amazing people and the projects, and the 
initiatives and things people are doing in the game of hockey. It’s not 
about branding and catchy slogans and tearing people down and 
attacking people. It's really about highlighting all of the great work 
people are doing in our sport."

– Anson Carter, NHL on TNT



The Disabled Hockey Journey – “The Biggest Minority” 

Moderator: Josh Pauls - US National Sled Hockey Team

US National Sled Hockey Team

Mark DeMontis
Canadian Blind Hockey Association

Chanel Keenan
Seattle Kraken

Glenn Merry
Move United

Jen O'Brien
American Special Hockey Association

Karina Villegas
Space Coast Blast

“The reason that being inclusive of disabilities is important is because 
this group continues to grow. There’s the financial impact that we have 
with our spending dollars, but there’s also the intellectual impact that we 
bring, hiring us into your workplace, considering us as your families.”

– Mark DeMontis, Founder of the Canadian Blind Hockey Association 



The Indigenous Hockey Journey – “Looking Back and Forward” 

Moderator: Dr. Robert Henry - University of Saskatchewan Jordyn Bear
Rochester Institute of Technology

Kyla Bear
Rochester Insititute of Technology

Brent Dodginghorse
Tsuut'ina Nation

Shayla Manitowabi-Huebner
Univeristy of Texas at Arlington

Ted Nolan
3Nolans

“Until we have someone like us, who looks like us, 
sitting on that side of that table making important 
decisions on what’s accepted and what’s not 
accepted, that’s the only way we can move forward.”

– Ted Nolan, former NHL Coach of the Year and Carnegie Initiative 
Board Member



The LGBTQ+ Hockey Journey – “Hockey as the Safest Space”  

Moderator: Dre Barone - Hockey Referee

Angela James
Toronto Six

Dr. Cheryl MacDonald
Saint Mary's University

Brock McGillis
Advocate & Retired Pro Player

Jessica Platt
Former Pro Player PWHPA & CWHL, Transgender Athlete

“It’s very difficult because there’s a lot of 
people who don’t want to come out. 
Because what’s going to be affected is 
their career. They’re going to be teased. 
They’re going to be dehumanized. We 
have to make people comfortable. 
There’s too much stuff going on in this 
world.” 

– Angela James, Hockey Hall of Famer and Carnegie 
Initiative Board Member



The Future of Hockey Lab – “A Tactical and Activation Deep Dive” 

Moderator: Professor Stephen Greyser -
Harvard Business School

Dr. Marco Di Buono
Canadian Tire Jumpstart

Mary-Kay Messier
Bauer Hockey

Angela Ruggiero
Sports Innovation Lab

Carolyn Townsend
Future of Hockey Lab

Amy Walsh
Future of Hockey Lab

"I am really encouraging 
leaders to be more 
vulnerable" –
"Do what is right instead of 
getting it right" 

– Amy Walsh, Future of Hockey Lab



Willie O’Ree Jersey Retirement



CI Summit Metrics

EVENT PARTICIPATION BY THE NUMBERS:

• 800 emails sent pre-event to encourage participation and registration

• 596 people registered for both in-person & virtual

• 482 checked in: 198 in-person & 284 online viewing

SURVEY MONKEY STATS AND COMMENTS FROM ATTENDEES:

• Our attendee survey responders awarded The CI Summit an overall score of 4.73 out of 5

• Some of the most well-received “content” throughout The CI Summit included:

o Monday night Fireside Chat with Dr. Kendi

o Networking opportunities The CI Summit provided attendees

o The high quality of the live-stream broadcast



CI Summit Metrics

TOP RATED SESSIONS:

• The Media - “See it - Be It”

• The LGBTQ+ Hockey Journey - “Hockey as the Safest Space”

• The Disabled Hockey Journey - “The Biggest Minority”

TOP VIEWED SESSIONS:
• The Future of Hockey Lab - “A Tactical and Activation Deep Dive”

• “Hockey’s Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) Potential”

• The Media - “See it - Be It”



CI Summit – Sponsors

The Inaugural CI Summit featured more than 20 official sponsors and partners. For most, 
the opportunity to associate their brand with a forward-thinking group of individuals from across 
the hockey world was attractive. Some brands also activated on-site, showcasing their products 
and offerings. Above all, for each of our sponsors and partners, sharing The CI’s mission to drive 
the sport forward in a meaningful and inclusive way was of utmost importance. 

“The only way to move forward 
is to have these conversations. 
It’s important that events like 
this are an opportunity to learn, 
and I’ve already learned a 
great deal. We use these 
conversations to make 
ourselves better.” 

– Gary Bettman, NHL Commissioner



Our Gold Level Sponsors



Our Silver Level Sponsors



Our Bronze Level Sponsors



Our Collaborating Sponsors



CI Summit Media Coverage

The Inaugural CI Summit garnered significant media attention, both leading up to 
the event via partner promotional efforts on social media and post-event reporting by 
several major media outlets across North America, including Yahoo! Sports, ESPN, 
Sportsnet, and more 



CI 2022 Next Steps - The Work Continues

The Inaugural CI Summit was only the beginning. The mission for 
The Carnegie Initiative continues by “doing the work” and continuing 
to bring the hockey community together. 

Of note, The CI has opened a “Grant Portal” on our website 
(www.carnegieinitiative.com/ci-grant). The purpose of The Carnegie 
Initiative Funding Grants is to support academic study which solves hockey’s 
biggest problems around inclusion and acceptance.

Additionally, The CI will be producing and distributing content that will 
spotlight the work being done, in order to “teach, heal and humanize,” via our 
media partnerships and with the financial support of many of our partners. 

The CI will continue to bring the hockey community together on important 
issues, acting as a resource and a clearinghouse for not only our existing 
partners but for the sport of hockey at large. 

“What I’m feeling is we’ve come full circle. My 
father started the hockey school to make a 
difference, to teach young people that they could 
be better people and hockey’s such an amazing 
sport that can teach so many great skills. But we 
keep getting sidetracked with some of the stuff 
that goes on and now we’re coming back to 
exactly what he did in 1955. And we’re saying to 
the hockey community WE CAN DO BETTER.” 

– Bernice Carnegie, Co-Chair, The Carnegie Initiative



TORONTO 2023

The CI Summit will return for its 2nd annual 
event, in the host city of TORONTO

We have lots of great plans in store for Toronto 2023 and look forward 
to speaking with you about how we can come together to make this the 
most impactful event we can for your brand and one that furthers our 
collective mission, to “change the culture of hockey”



Thank You
Together, we can change the culture of hockey!

Contact for partnership inquiries:
Ken Gelman  203.451.2903
kennynyc10@gmail.com


